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Yesterday I was listening to a discussion of personality types. This was one of
those freshman “Type A” or “Type B” explanations. The usual traits were trotted
out. Type A’s are driven multitaskers, B’s are laid back. The general cliches.
Looking into the subject, a few online survey’s using the Kiersey method put my
own personality type at INFP (introverted, intuitive, feeling, perceiving). I suppose
that’s about right (even though some sources tell you that Kiersey method doesn’t
jibe with Myer-Briggs). My own take on it is that I’m an F. Not the harder charging
A or the mild mannered B, or even the thoughtful alphabet soup that the online

tests put me at (as they tried to sell products). Nope, I decided I’m an F. There are probably many
F’s among the world’s population. Rather than trying to change the world, we’re bemused by it most
of the time. We hold jobs, but manage to get through them with laughter and snarly disdain. We’re
oriented toward relationships, but often our love interests start to think that they should have taken
the e-harmony survey instead of getting involved with us. Type F’s may choose to disparage luck,
but God and the Universe have intervened on our behalf over a lifetime. We’re the ones who fall out
windows just as someone ismoving a mattress. The ones who fix a strange woman’s shoe minutes
after exiting an “introduction to cobblery” course.

So, with great un-F type motivation, I got up this morning and ran. It’d been three months since
setting foot on the course and, remarkably, my Clydesdale self motored through the opening mile.
Loved it. I loved running by the early morning  j.v. football practice (and was dying to shout “just wait

until you’re nearly 40″), keeping my head down and my knees up. I loved the
last quarter mile victory slope. I especially loved that I’d gotten locked out
and had to sneak my disheveled self back into the house. Even F’s can
change. Onward and Upward.
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